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ABSTRACT: Detailed knowledge about the semiconductor/electro-
lyte interface in photoelectrochemical (PEC) systems has been lacking
because of the inherent difficulty of studying such interfaces, especially
during operation. Current understandings of these interfaces are mostly
from the extrapolation of ex situ data or from modeling approaches.
Hence, there is a need for operando techniques to study such interfaces
to develop a better understanding of PEC systems. Here, we use
operando photoelectrochemical attenuated total reflection Fourier
transform infrared (PEC-ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy to study the metal
oxide/electrolyte interface, choosing BiVO4 as a model photoanode.
We demonstrate that preferential dissolution of vanadium occurs from
the BiVO4/water interface, upon illumination in open-circuit
conditions, while both bismuth and vanadium dissolution occurs when an anodic potential is applied under illumination. This
dynamic dissolution alters the surface Bi:V ratio over time, which subsequently alters the band bending in the space charge region.
This further impacts the overall PEC performance of the photoelectrode, at a time scale very relevant for most lab-scale studies, and
therefore has serious implications on the performance analysis and fundamental studies performed on this and other similar
photoelectrodes.

■ INTRODUCTION

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is an attractive
technological pathway to produce green hydrogen for low
capacity, decentralized applications using only sunlight and
water as the reactants.1 Over the past few decades, metal oxide
semiconductors have been extensively investigated for their use
in photoelectrochemical systems for solar fuel synthesis and
water treatment applications. Metal oxides are interesting
candidates for such systems because of their perceived high
stability and low cost and they satisfy the requirements of band
positioning with respect to the water oxidation/reduction
potentials.1,2 They have been used either as a stand-alone
photoelectrode3,4 or as a passivation layer to protect smaller
bandgap and less stable photoelectrodes,5,6 and as a result the
metal oxide/electrolyte interface is a vitally important aspect in
photoelectrochemistry.
Most of the early research in photoelectrochemistry focused

on finding metal oxides with a single metal component
(referred to as binary metal oxides hereafter) that can satisfy
the basic requirements of a photoelectrode. Soon it was
apparent that these binary metal oxides are not sufficient due
to their intrinsic limitations in light absorption, carrier
transport, and/or stability.7 To overcome some of these
challenges, more recently, multinary metal oxides such as
BiVO4, CuWO4, Fe2TiO5, and CuBiO4 have been extensively

investigated, as they offer us the ability to tune the
optoelectronic properties of these photoelectrodes by varying
the metal composition and defect structure in these multinary
metal oxides.1,7 Even though these materials have surpassed
their binary counterparts in terms of performance and
efficiency, they are still massively underperforming when
compared to their theoretical efficiency limits. Charge carrier
recombination at the semiconductor−electrolyte interface
(SEI) has been cited as one of the main factors for this
reduced performance.8 Co-catalyst deposition has demon-
strated the ability to partly alleviate this problem by improving
the charge transfer kinetics of the holes toward water
oxidation.9,10 However, even with the addition of co-catalysts,
these electrodes have not achieved their true potential. In
addition, the use of co-catalysts will bring additional processing
steps and costs in the manufacturing of these photoelectrodes
and can also induce parasitic light absorption in these
materials, making them a less attractive solution.11
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To tackle this fundamental problem, there is a need to study
and better understand the semiconductor−electrolyte inter-
face. Such attempts have been limited because of the practical
difficulty of studying such interfaces during photoelectrolysis.
Most of the knowledge that we have at present about these
interfaces has come indirectly from extrapolation of ex situ data
or are based on modeling approaches. Only a handful of in
situ12−15 and operando studies16 have been performed on
these systems until now. Operando and in situ studies of these
interfaces are of utmost importance, as only such works can
reveal the true nature of the SEI. In this work, for the first time,
we use operando ATR-FTIR spectroscopy to study the BiVO4/
electrolyte interface under PEC conditions. Previous works16,17

done with PEC-ATR-FTIR spectroscopy on a hematite
photoanode used an Otto configuration of ATR,18 obtained
by pressing the photoanode against the internal reflection
element (IRE) with an ultrathin layer of electrolyte in between.
Apart from the obvious compromise of the electrochemical
aspects of such a configuration, the spectra were also
dominated by the absorption of the bulk water, as the
evanescent wave had to travel through the bulk water to get to
the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. This meant that only
a small window, not dominated by the water absorption, can
be analyzed. Here, in a novel approach, ATR in a Kretschmann
configuration18 is used to study the metal oxide/electrolyte
interface under operando conditions. A micromachined silicon
wafer (∼500 μm) was used as the IRE to facilitate this. This
thin wafer minimized the path length of infrared within the
bulk of silicon and thus minimized the resultant phonon
absorption of infrared by the bulk of silicon.19 This way, the
lower wavenumber limit (LWL) of this IRE was extended to
∼600 cm−1, enabling the probing of the fingerprint region.
Hence, an extended range of the infrared spectra of interest
(600−4000 cm−1) of the BiVO4/electrolyte interface is
revealed under electrochemical and photoelectrochemical
conditions.
It is shown that, upon illumination in open-circuit

conditions, the SEI is modified with time as a result of the
dissolution of vanadium from the surface of BiVO4 complexes.
This dissolution modifies the space charge region and results in
an improved charge separation and thus a better PEC
performance because of the heterojunction formed by the
vanadium-deficient surface BiVO4 and the pristine bulk BiVO4.
This concept of improved PEC performance from prolonged
illumination under open-circuit conditions is known as
“photocharging” in previous literature.20−23 The time scale of
this effect was shown to be on the order of minutes to
hours.20−23 Until now, similar enhancements from photo-
charging have been demonstrated for BiVO4,

20−23 CuWO4,
24

Fe2TiO5,
25 and Bi4TaO8X

26 and in heavily doped binary metal
oxide photoanodes,27,28 indicating that this could be a
common phenomenon in multinary metal oxide photo-
electrodes. Hence, BiVO4 is chosen in this work as a model
multinary metal oxide photoelectrode, and as such, the findings
here can be extended to other commonly used multinary metal
oxide photoelectrodes. The time-scale of this dissolution and
modification of the interface will have drastic implications on
the performance analysis and in many fundamental studies that
have been performed on these materials. Our ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy data also reveal that most of the (photo)-
electrochemical performance improvement techniques in the
literature for improving the PEC performance of multinary
metal oxide photoanodes29,30 result in similar surface

modification and heterojunction formation with the bulk
electrode.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of BiVO4 Photoanodes. The bismuth vanadate

thin film photoanodes were prepared using a spray pyrolysis
technique. Details of the deposition procedure can be found here.31

Briefly, clean FTO substrates (Hartford Glass Co.) were first spray
coated with a ∼80 nm SnO2 layer at 425 °C. Subsequently, a ∼200
nm BiVO4 layer was coated on top at 450 °C. For the operando
infrared spectroscopy, BiVO4 was directly deposited on a clean silicon
IRE (Specialized 1, Irubis GmbH), without the intermediate SnO2

layer. A ∼20 nm conductive indium tin oxide (ITO) layer was
sputtered onto this silicon IRE, before the deposition of BiVO4. After
the BiVO4 deposition, the samples were annealed in air at 460 °C for
2 h, at a rate of 5 °C/min. The silicon IRE was cleaned by sonication
in concentrated HCl, followed by multiple sonication steps in
ultrapure water.

ITO Sputter Deposition. A ∼20 nm ITO layer was deposited by
DC magnetron sputtering onto a micromachined Si ATR element
(Specialized 1, Irubis GmbH) using an AJA Orion sputtering system.
The thickness was chosen such that the layers are thick enough to
have good electron conduction, but thin enough to minimize Drude
absorption of the infrared by the conductive ITO layer. Prior to the
deposition, the substrate was cleaned by sonication in concentrated
hydrochloric acid followed by washing and sonication in ultrapure
water. Further, the surface was cleaned using an argon plasma for 2
min at 20 W prior to the ITO deposition. The ITO layer was
deposited at a rate of 0.169 Å/s from an ITO target (ITO 90−10%,
99.99% pure, Testbourne Ltd.) at 15 W, at a base pressure of 3 μbar,
with substrate rotation.

Photoelectrochemical Testing. Photoelectrochemical measure-
ments were performed using a custom-built photoelectrochemical cell,
in a three-electrode configuration with a saturated Ag/AgCl reference
electrode (XR300, Radiometer Analytical). A platinum coil was used
as the counter electrode. Different electrolytes were used throughout
this study and are mentioned specifically in the Results and
Discussion sections. Potentials and currents during the experiments
were measured and controlled using a VersaSTAT 3 potentiostat. The
photoelectrochemical experiments were performed in a nitrogen gas
purge at 50 sccm, to remove any dissolved gases, and with magnetic
stirring to ensure adequate mixing. A Newport Sol3A Class AAA solar
simulator was used in the experiments to provide a AM1.5G simulated
solar illumination. Back-side illumination was used in all the
experiments. The photocharging of the BiVO4 photoanodes was
performed by prolonged illumination of the photoanodes under open-
circuit conditions.

Operando ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy. Operando ATR-FTIR
measurements were performed in a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer
equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector and a Veemax-
III ATR accessory. The BiVO4-coated Si IRE element was loaded
onto a custom-built cell, which is then placed on the Veemax III ATR
accessory, with a 35° angle of incidence. After loading, the setup was
left idle for 30 min to purge out moisture and CO2 before the start of
experiments. Electrochemical connections were taken by making an
electrical contact with the ITO back contact and a coiled platinum
wire was used as the counter electrode. A PINE low-profile Ag/AgCl
electrode was used as a reference, and the potentials were controlled
using a BioLogic SP-200 potentiostat. Nitrogen gas was purged
through the electrolyte at 50 sccm throughout the experiments. A
ThorLabs MP405LP1 LED, equipped with a collimator, was used for
illumination during the experiments, at a light intensity of 6 mW/cm2.
The light intensity was measured using a Newport 1919R hand-held
power meter equipped with a 918D-UV-OD3R detector. The FTIR
spectra were obtained in the absorbance mode, by averaging 512
scans. As such, each spectra presented here is an average of data
measured over ∼80 s.
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■ RESULTS

In the present work, photocharging of BiVO4 was performed in
ultrapure water, unless otherwise specified, by prolonged
illumination of the sample under open-circuit conditions.
Figure 1(a) shows the cyclic voltammogram of BiVO4

photoanodes before and after photocharging in ultrapure
water. The voltammogram of BiVO4 photocharged in a borate
buffer is also shown in Figure 1(a) for reference. As evident
here, the PEC performance of BiVO4 improved multifold, post-
photocharging, in accordance with previous literature.20,21 This
improvement was accompanied by a cathodic shift in the open-
circuit potential (Figure S1(a)) and onset potential of the
photocurrent. To study the BiVO4/electrolyte interface under
(photo)electrochemical condition, an operando PEC-ATR-
FTIR spectroscopy setup was developed, and a schematic of
this setup is shown in Figure 1(b). BiVO4 was directly
deposited onto the micromachined Si IRE element, after the
deposition of a thin conductive ITO layer as a back contact.
This configuration ensured that the evanescent wave first
passes through the BiVO4/electrolyte interface, before
penetrating into the bulk of the electrolyte. In addition, a
silicon wafer IRE facilitated annealing the BiVO4 thin film,
postdeposition at 460 °C, to ensure its transformation to a
monoclinic scheelite structure.

The bulk infrared spectra of BiVO4 are shown in Figure
1(c), and the spectrum of the ITO film can be found in
Supporting Information Figure S2. A clean Si IRE was used as
the background, and the spectra were obtained by background
subtraction in the absorbance mode. Figure 1(c) also includes
the spectra of a SiO2 layer on the Si IRE, which were obtained
against a Si background. A thick SiO2 layer is formed on the Si
IRE when subjected to high-temperature spray pyrolysis of
BiVO4, resulting in a broad feature between 1000 and 1300
cm−1, centered around 1075 cm−1. This region is ascribed to
the Si−O−Si asymmetric stretching vibrations in SiO2.

32,33 To
obtain the SiO2 spectra, the Si IRE was subjected to the high-
temperature process for the same duration as spray pyrolysis,
but without depositing BiVO4 on top. The spectra of BiVO4
after the background subtraction with a SiO2-coated Si IRE are
also shown in Figure 1(c). In monoclinic BiVO4, each V atom
is coordinated with four O atoms and each Bi atom is
coordinated with eight O atoms. Each dodecahedral BiO8 unit
is surrounded by eight tetrahedral VO4 units, and as such, each
O atom is coordinated to two Bi and one V center.34 As a
result of the structural distortion in the monoclinic structure,
the 4-fold symmetry is lost, resulting in two different V−O
bond lengths and four different Bi−O bond lengths within a
monoclinic scheelite structure.34 Due to this low symmetry,
many overlapping peaks appear in the infrared spectra,

Figure 1. (a) Cyclic voltammogram of BiVO4 before and after photocharging in ultrapure water, with the voltammetry performed in a borate buffer
electrolyte. The voltammogram of BiVO4 photocharged in a borate buffer is also shown for reference. (b) Schematic of the custom-built operando
PEC-ATR-FTIR cell with a 405 nm LED light source, a saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a platinum counter. (c) Infrared spectra of the
reference BiVO4 thin film obtained with different backgrounds. Spectra of SiO2 formed during the BiVO4 deposition process is also shown.
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resulting in a very broad feature. As seen in Figure 1(c), the
BiVO4 FTIR spectrum is represented by a broad feature
between 600 and 900 cm−1, peaked around 682 cm−1 and with
shoulder peaks on either side at 640, 802, 842, and 892 cm−1.
Although there is a general consensus in the literature that the
infrared spectrum of monoclinic BiVO4 has a broad feature in
this region, the actual spectral shape and peak assignments vary
across different works.35−39 The discrepancies might stem from
the differences in the synthesis technique used to prepare the
monoclinic BiVO4, a difference in post treatment procedures,
and/or a difference in the characteristics of the sample used for
the analysis (powder/thin film). All of these parameters can
individually or collectively affect the vibrational frequencies of
the resultant structure. For example, it was demonstrated that
the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the
VO4

3− units undergo a shift to lower wavenumbers with a
higher annealing temperature.39 In another instance, it was
shown that monoclinic BiVO4 with different dominant facets
can have slightly different vibrational infrared spectra.35 The
broad peaks at 682 and 802 cm−1 in Figure 1(b) are tentatively
assigned to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of the VO4

3−

unit, whereas the peak at 894 cm−1 is assigned to the
symmetric stretching vibrations of this VO4

3− unit. The
shoulder peak at 640 cm−1 is assigned to the Bi−O symmetric
stretching vibrations. Spectra of water were also acquired using
this ATR-FTIR setup and are shown in Figure S2(b). The
distinct spectra for borate ions and monobasic phosphate ions
in water, acquired with water as the background, are also
shown in Figure S2.
Next, the BiVO4 was subjected to the photocharging

treatment by illuminating the substrate in a borate buffer
electrolyte (pH 10), under open-circuit conditions for 3 h in
the custom-built operando PEC-ATR-FTIR cell. Cyclic
voltammetry of this BiVO4, before and after the photocharging
treatment, is shown in Figure S3. The improvement in PEC
performance here is very similar to that in the photo-
electrochemical cell, indicating the successful reproduction of
the photocharging effect in the operando cell. The change in
the infrared spectra with time, acquired during the course of
photocharging, in the case of borate buffer electrolyte is shown
in Figure 2(a). The spectra were acquired after background
subtraction, with an illuminated BiVO4 sample under open-

circuit conditions at t = 0 chosen as the background. This
ensured that the changes in the infrared spectra due to any
sub-minute electronic changes in BiVO4 upon illumination
were subtracted out from the resultant spectra and that the
changes in the infrared spectra shown in Figure 2(a) are solely
due to the photocharging process. Similarly, photocharging
was also performed in ultrapure water and with a phosphate
buffer. The changes in the infrared spectra and open-circuit
potential in time are shown in Figure S4. In addition, the
spectral changes of the ITO-coated Si IRE (i.e., without
BiVO4) in ultrapure water under illumination, BiVO4 sample
illuminated in air (i.e., without any electrolyte/water), and
BiVO4 sample left in the dark conditions in water were also
obtained and are shown in Figure S5.
In Figure 2(a), many changes in the infrared spectra are

visible over the course of photocharging. First, the spectra
exhibit a positive tilt with time during photocharging. A rough
baseline for the borate spectra after photocharging for 3 h is
shown in Figure S4(d), showing the tilt of the spectra with
photocharging. The positive tilt in the spectra is attributed to
the Drude absorption of the infrared by the free electrons,
which increases at lower wavenumbers. Therefore, an increase
in the slope of the spectra with time suggests an increase in the
free electron concentration in BiVO4 with photocharging.40 In
fact, similar conclusions were also obtained from electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy of photocharged BiVO4.

20,22

In contrast, the BiVO4 sample illuminated in air, i.e., with no
electrolyte or water, and the non-illuminated BiVO4 samples
(Figure S5) do not attain a similar tilt, suggesting that the
electrode/water interface and illumination are important here.
This also coincides with the cathodic shift in the open-circuit
potential with photocharging, as shown in Figure S4(b).
In Figure 2(b), the spectra of BiVO4 after 3 h of

photocharging in borate buffer electrolyte and ultrapure
water are plotted together for comparison. Common spectral
changes that were observed include a broad positive trending
peak at 3250 and 3400 cm−1, which is the region for OH
stretching vibrations within the infrared spectra. A positive
trending peak in this region suggests an increase in the
concentration of OH/water species either at or close to the
surface with increased photocharging. It should be noted that
the increase in intensity of the OH stretching vibrations is only

Figure 2. (a) Infrared spectra of the BiVO4/electrolyte interface acquired over the course of photocharging in the case of a borate buffer electrolyte.
(b) Comparison of relevant regions in the infrared spectra, after 3 h of photocharging in borate buffer electrolyte and in ultrapure water. The scale
bar is 0.001 unit.
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observed for illuminated samples. A BiVO4 sample illuminated
in air also showed a similar increase in intensity of the OH
stretching vibrations with time, possibly as a result of the
oxidation of moisture in the air by the photogenerated holes to
form absorbed OH species at the BiVO4 surface. The other
common change is in the region of Si−O−Si and Si−Si/Si−H
stretching vibrations. Here, a negative trending peak at 1115
cm−1 with a broad shoulder to its left is visible. Such negative
trending peaks are seen in the case of SiO2 when there is a
breakage of the Si−O−Si bonds, resulting in Si−O− dangling
bonds, which has a lower vibrational frequency.33 A negative-
going peak in this case implies that more Si−O−Si bonds are
broken with increasing illumination time. The subsequently
formed Si−O− bond is clearly visible with a positive trending
peak at 1088 cm−1 in Figure S5(b). The origin of the negative-
going peak at 620 cm−1 is more ambiguous. Peaks at 620 cm−1

have been reported for weak near-surface Si−Si stretching
vibrations in amorphous silicon substrates. A negative-trending
peak at 620 cm−1 is an indication of a change in the Si−Si
stretching vibration with illumination, possibly suggesting the
breakage of weak near-surface Si−Si bonds in the silicon-based
IRE.41 Alternatively, this negative-trending peak at 620 cm−1

could also be attributed to the wagging mode of Si−H bonds at
the surface of the Si IRE. Si−H bonds could be formed at the
surface during the acid cleaning step of the Si IRE and are now
removed during the light treatment. These changes are also
visible when the sample is illuminated in air, as seen in Figure
S5(b). More research needs to be performed to reveal the
exact identity of this peak at 620 cm−1. Additionally, a small
change in the background moisture and CO2 content with time
is also visible within the photocharging spectra due to the
unusually long time scale of the measurements.
Both spectra in Figure 2(b) contain a negative-trending peak

at 682 cm−1, accompanied by a broad shoulder peak(s) to its
left, which is also going down. The shape of this shoulder peak
is slightly different in the case of borate and water. The peaks
at 682 and 802 cm−1 were assigned to V−O asymmetric
stretching vibrations, whereas the peak at 894 cm−1 was
assigned to V−O symmetric stretching vibrations. It should
also be noted that the intensity of the peak at 640 cm−1, which
was assigned to Bi−O symmetric stretching vibrations, is stable

or only changes very slightly during photocharging. A decrease
in the intensity of the V−O stretching vibration peaks with
photocharging indicates a decrease in the concentration of
vanadium from the BiVO4 surface. It should be noted that this
decrease in the intensity of the V−O stretching vibrations was
not observed when BiVO4 was illuminated in air. These data
indicate that this decrease in the vanadium concentration is an
interfacial process and that it only happens at the BiVO4/water
interface. The vanadium species is selectively removed from
the surface during photocharging, leaving behind a bismuth-
rich surface. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data of
photocharged BiVO4, from previous reports,20,23 also indicated
a similar decrease in the surface vanadium concentration post-
photocharging, which is in agreement with the observations
from the infrared spectra of photocharged BiVO4 in this work.
The other main difference in the spectra in Figure 2(b) of

BiVO4 photocharged in a borate buffer, compared to a sample
photocharged in water, is in the region between 800 and 1050
cm−1. In the case of borate, a positive-trending peak at 1026
cm−1 is visible. This peak is not visible in the case of water.
Instead, a negative-trending peak at 1012 cm−1 is visible in the
case of the sample photocharged in water, which is not seen in
the case of borate buffer electrolyte. The peak at 1012 cm−1 is
attributed to VO stretching vibrations.42−44 BiVO4 can
sometimes have VO bonds at the surface due to the abrupt
termination of the surface. The negative-trending peak at this
position again suggests the removal of this vanadium species
from the surface during photocharging. In the case of the
borate buffer electrolyte, the positive-trending peak at 1026
cm−1 (and a broad peak underneath it) is assigned to an
increase in the concentration of the borate/boric acid species
in the inner sphere with photocharging.45 A similar increase in
the concentration of the electrolyte anionic species at the
BiVO4 surface with illumination was also observed with in situ
hard X-ray XPS.12 The broad positive-going peak of borate
partially overlaps with the negative-going shoulder peak of the
V−O stretching vibrations, explaining the difference in the
shape of this shoulder peak between borate and water. The
negative trending peak at 1012 cm−1 might also be present in
the case of photocharging in borate buffer electrolyte, but it is

Figure 3. (a) Infrared spectra of the BiVO4/electrolyte interface acquired over the course of the decay process in the dark in ultrapure water. (b)
Comparison of the infrared spectra of BiVO4 after 2 h of photocharging and decay in ultrapure water. The decay spectra were scaled by a factor of
2. The scale bar is 0.001 unit.
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masked by the broad positive-going borate peaks and hence is
not visible.
It has been shown in earlier reports that the photocharging

effect was reversible in the dark.21 This phenomenon occurred
when the sample was left in open-circuit conditions in the dark
for a prolonged time after photocharging, resulting in the
enhancement effect from photocharging diminishing. This is
observed by an inferior current−voltage response from cyclic
voltammetry after the decay, when compared to a photo-
charged sample, as shown in Figure S6(a). The change in the
infrared spectra during this dark decay process was also studied
over time, and the spectra are shown in Figure 3(a). To make
the identification easier, the spectrum after the 2 h dark decay
process is compared with a sample photocharged for the same
duration, and both spectra are shown in Figure 3(b). As seen
with the photocharging process, the decay process also shows
an increase in OH−/water concentration near/at the surface
with time. Additionally, the decreasing peak of Si−O−Si bond
breakage at 1115 cm−1 that was present in the case of the
photocharged sample is not visible in the case of the decayed
sample. Instead, the dark sample has a decreasing peak at a
slightly lower vibrational frequency, which was assigned to the
stretching vibrations of Si−O− species. Si−O− species were
formed from the bond breakage of the Si−O−Si under
illumination, and the decreasing peak at this position for the
decayed sample suggests the passivation or re-formation of
these Si−O−Si bonds in the dark.
The main distinction between the infrared spectra of the

photocharged sample and the decayed sample in Figure 3(b) is
in the region between 600 and 900 cm−1. As discussed before,
during photocharging, the peaks ascribed to the V−O
stretching vibrations decreased in intensity, while the peaks
ascribed to the Bi−O stretching vibration at 640 cm−1

remained intact. In contrast, during the decay of the
photocharging effect in the dark, a decreasing peak associated
with the Bi−O stretching vibration was observed. On the other
hand, the region of V−O stretching vibration is intact during
this decay process. This suggests that the bismuth-rich surface
formed during photocharging is slowly removed during the
decay in the dark, further changing the Bi:V ratio at the BiVO4
surface. The other main distinction is that the infrared spectra
during the decay process do not tilt like the spectra in the case
of photocharging. This is clear when the spectrum after 2 h of
decay is compared to the spectrum after 2 h of photocharging
in ultrapure water, as shown in Figure S6(b). Very small
changes in the carrier concentration might occur in BiVO4
even during the decay process because of the removal of
bismuth ions in the dark (removal process could inject some
electrons into the bulk). These small changes will have an
effect on the slope of the spectra, but as shown in Figure
S6(b), they are negligible when compared to the changes
under illumination.
Further experiments were designed to mimic the photo-

charging of BiVO4 in the dark by applying an anodic potential
for a prolonged time. This was done to see if the PEC
enhancement from photocharging can be replicated by
providing an external applied voltage that is equivalent or
higher than the photovoltage obtained from illumination.
Although applying anodic potentials for prolonged times did
not lead to enhancement in the PEC performance (Figure S7),
further insights can be obtained on the dissolution of the
photoanodes and its effect on the infrared spectrum.
Therefore, the changes in the infrared spectra of the BiVO4/

electrolyte interface, when an anodic potential was applied
under illuminated and dark conditions in a phosphate buffer
electrolyte, were also studied in this work. In Figure 4(a), the

development of infrared spectra during a potential step scan of
BiVO4 under illumination is shown. Here, the potential was
systematically changed (step size of 0.2 V) in ∼4 min intervals
from open-circuit conditions to 1.45 VRHE and then reversing
the potential back to open circuit potential conditions in a
similar stepwise manner, with the infrared spectra being
recorded at each potential step. Initial open-circuit conditions
were chosen as the background, for overall spectral background
subtraction. The recorded current transient at the end of each
potential step is plotted against the applied potential in Figure
4(b). Similarly, the infrared spectra were also recorded during
a potential step scan in the dark conditions and are shown in
Figure 4(c). Here the potential was stepped evenly from open-
circuit conditions to 2.25 VRHE and back to open-circuit
conditions, and its current−voltage response is plotted in
Figure 4(d). As discussed earlier, the region between 600 and
900 cm−1 in the infrared spectra is dominated by the
absorption from the molecular vibrations in BiVO4. It is

Figure 4. (a) Infrared spectra of the BiVO4/electrolyte interface
acquired at different anodic potentials during a potential step scan
under illumination. (b) Current density versus applied potential plot
when the potential was stepped under illumination. (c) Infrared
spectra of the BiVO4/electrolyte interface acquired at different
potentials during a potential step scan in the dark. (d) Current density
versus applied potential plot when the potential was stepped under
dark conditions.
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observed that the infrared spectra in Figure 4(a), when the
potential is ramped up and cycled back to open-circuit
conditions, are not completely reversible. Here, peaks at 640,
682, 802, and 894 cm−1, pertaining to Bi−O and V−O
stretching vibrations, are observed to increase in intensity in
the negative direction with applied potential under illumina-
tion. It is interesting to note that both V−O and Bi−O
stretching vibrations are going down in the case when a
potential is applied in the presence of illumination, implying
that both bismuth and vanadium are removed from the surface.
In contrast, during photocharging, only the vanadium species
were removed from the surface during the course of prolonged
illumination. The larger intensity of the negative-going peaks
suggests that the rate of this removal is also higher when a
potential is applied in the presence of illumination. On the
other hand, in the case of potential cycling in the dark in
Figure 4(c), the region between 600 and 900 cm−1 seems to be
completely reversible, implying that no bismuth or vanadium is
removed from the surface during potential cycling in the dark.
There are some potential-induced features that are visible
within the infrared spectra in the dark between 600 and 900
cm−1, but these features disappear when the potential is cycled
back to open-circuit potential. These potential-induced
features are attributed to potential-induced alterations of the
molecular vibrations of BiVO4 and/or to the vibrations from
the surface-absorbed species, e.g., water oxidation intermedi-
ates, formed as a result of the applied anodic potential. Infrared
signatures for different water oxidation intermediates on the
BiVO4 surface might also be expected when the potential is
applied under illumination. The wavenumbers of these
adsorbed intermediates are expected to be in the region of
700−950 cm−1.16 However, the strong overlap with the BiVO4
bulk adsorption spectra and negative-trending peaks because of
the cation dissolution, in this region, might overshadow the
wavenumbers of these adsorbed intermediates, which typically
have low intensities. The full-range spectra, in the case of
applied potential under dark and illumination, are shown in
Figure S8. The spectra in Figure 4(a) and (c) and Figure S8
also include some potential-induced changes in the OH
stretching vibrations, and Si−O−Si stretching vibrations are
also visible. The P−O stretching vibrations of the phosphate
buffer ions have a strong overlap with the Si−O−Si stretching
vibrations, and hence it is difficult to isolate and study any
potential-induced changes of the buffer ions.

■ DISCUSSION
Prior research into the photocharging of BiVO4 had indicated
that the enhancement from photocharging is both a bulk and a
surface effect.20,21,23 In situ EXAFS and X-ray diffraction data
suggested that the bulk structure of BiVO4 was not effected
with the photocharging treatment,20,23 while intensity-modu-
lated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) on photocharged
BiVO4 suggested that the bulk charge separation and surface
charge transfer improved upon photocharging.22 All previous
works on photocharging had been performed in the presence
of a buffer electrolyte. Our recent work with grazing incidence
X-ray Raman scattering had revealed that the space charge
region was modified with the photocharging treatment, and it
resulted in an increase in the band bending post-photo-
charging.23 With the data available at that time, it was
speculated that this was a result of the chemisorption of the
buffer anions on the BiVO4 surface and the resultant formation
of a heterojunction close to the surface. In the current work,

photocharging of BiVO4 was performed in ultrapure water (i.e.,
no buffer anions present in the electrolyte), suggesting that the
chemisorption of anions is not the primary reason for the
photocharging process, contrary to our earlier speculations.
These anions might still be playing a role in the photocharging
process, which will be discussed later.
Operando infrared spectroscopy of the BiVO4/water

interface revealed that when an anodic potential is applied
under illumination, both surface bismuth and vanadium ions
are removed from the BiVO4 surface. Similar observations were
also made by Zhang et al.,48 where they used operando
inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICPMS) to
study the photostability of BiVO4. The rates of dissolution of
bismuth and vanadium were also observed to heavily depend
on the nature of the co-ions in the electrolyte. Similarly, several
works in the literature investigating the long-term PEC stability
of BiVO4 in similar conditions have observed a gradual
increase in the photocurrent over the first few hours (∼20−30
h) of the stability tests, but have failed to unambiguously
explain this behavior.9,49 In the infrared spectroscopy data in
this work, when BiVO4 is illuminated under open-circuit
conditions, only vanadium dissolution is observed from the
BiVO4 surface. When an anodic potential is applied in the dark
conditions in a phosphate buffer electrolyte, the infrared
spectra were completely reversible and no bismuth or
vanadium dissolution was observed. This result also agrees
with the work from Zhang et al.,48 where they observed
negligible dissolution of bismuth or vanadium when a potential
was applied in the dark.
It should be noted from the above observations that the

PEC performance enhancement with illumination (with or
without applied potential) is always accompanied by the
dissolution of bismuth and/or vanadium species. In contrast,
when an anodic potential is applied in the dark conditions, no
PEC performance enhancement or dissolution is observed.
This indicates the dissolution of vanadium and/or bismuth is
critical to have any observable PEC performance enhancement.
The removal of vanadium and/or bismuth at different rates
from the surface of BiVO4, as in the case of photocharging or
when an anodic potential is applied under illumination, will
alter the Bi:V ratio at the surface over time. Typically, it is
observed that the dissolution rates of bismuth are much lower
than that of vanadium.20,48 This change in the surface Bi:V
ratio over time will also explain the change in the open-circuit
potential over time that is seen during photocharging. Open-
circuit potential, also known as corrosion potential, is a useful
tool in corrosion chemistry to track the changes in the surface
composition due to dissolution or formation of oxide/
hydroxide.50,51 Figure S9 shows the temporal evolution of
the open-circuit potential and the change in the infrared
absorbance at 682 cm−1 with time. As evident here, the change
in the open-circuit potential with time closely follows the
change in the infrared absorbance, confirming that they are
directly related. The cathodic shift in the open-circuit potential
during photocharging is thus also an indication of the change
in the surface composition of BiVO4.
The preferential removal of vanadium from the surface upon

illumination will result in a bismuth-dominated surface on top
of the pristine bulk BiVO4. Gao et al. studied photopolarized
BiVO4 under a transmission electron microscope (TEM) and
observed the development of a thin evenly distributed
amorphous layer at the surface of BiVO4, ∼3 nm thick, after
prolonged photopolarization.49 However, the exact composi-
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tion of this layer was not revealed. XPS data from previous
works suggested an increase in the concentration of bismuth at
the BiVO4 surface post-photocharging.20,23 The infrared data
from the current work also indicate that surface vanadium is
preferentially removed from the surface of BiVO4 during
photocharging. Therefore, it can be conclusively suggested that
this amorphous layer is a result of the preferential vanadium
dissolution upon illumination and thus leaves a bismuth-rich
surface to form the SEI. A surface layer formation on the
BiVO4 surface by the chemisorption of anions from the
electrolyte, in conditions akin to photocharging, was revealed
using in situ hard X-ray XPS by Favaro et al.12 The infrared
spectra in this work also indicated an increase in the
concentration of anionic OH− and borate stretching vibrations
with the removal of vanadium. These ions are possibly
substituting the vacancies created by the removal of vanadium
species, to maintain the charge balance. Therefore, the
photocharging process can be considered as a sequential
process where vanadium dissolution is followed by hydroxyl or
anion uptake at the photoanode surface.
Lee et al.52 recently reported the effect of surface

composition on the PEC properties of BiVO4. Their work
suggested that a “bismuth-rich” bismuth vanadate will push the
band edge positions toward the vacuum level. Such a shift in
the band positions will result in a heterojunction between this
bismuth-rich surface and the pristine bulk BiVO4. This
resultant heterojunction will increase the band bending within
the space charge region and thereby improve the charge
separation of photogenerated charge carriers close to the SEI.
Improved PEC performance of a bismuth oxide coated
bismuth vanadate photoelectrode was demonstrated by Ye et
al.,53 and the performance improvement was attributed to the
electronic nature of the Bi2O3/BiVO4 heterojunction. The
improved charge separation within this heterojunction can also
be responsible for the improved PEC performance observed
after photocharging. Figure 5(a) summarizes this whole
process from the formation of the heterojunction to the
improved PEC performance. When pristine BiVO4 is
illuminated for a prolonged time, vanadium dissolution from
the surface of BiVO4 occurs, leaving behind a bismuth-rich
surface. This bismuth-rich surface has band positions closer to
the vacuum level and thus results in a heterojunction between
the bismuth-rich surface and pristine bulk BiVO4. It should be
noted that the exact composition of this surface layer is not

clear yet. This layer can be a complex mix of BiOx, BiVO4 with
a bismuth-rich surface, and a bismuth borate layer (in the
presence of a borate buffer). All these layers have the tendency
to push the band positions at the surface closer to the vacuum
level, thus creating a heterojunction and improving the band
bending in the space charge region. When the photocharged
BiVO4 is further subjected to the decay process in the dark,
slow bismuth dissolution occurs, reducing the band bending
within this heterojunction. On re-exposure to prolonged
illumination, the cycle repeats. In essence, any surface
treatment technique that alters the surface Bi:V ratio of
BiVO4, or any multinary metal oxide, might produce a similar
PEC performance enhancement. It has been previously
reported in the literature that applying a cathodic potential
in the dark to BiVO4 for a short duration significantly
improved its PEC performance.29 It was suggested here that
the enhancement is a result of the creation of “oxygen
vacancies” as a result of the reduction process. We also looked
into this process by applying a potential cathodic with respect
to the open-circuit potential in the dark and recording the
infrared spectra. As shown in Figure S10, the surface Bi:V ratio
can also be altered by applying a cathodic potential in the dark
for a short duration. This will also result in a similar
heterojunction formation and provide similar enhancements
as in the case of photocharging.
Information regarding the exact mechanism behind the

corrosion of BiVO4 is lacking in the literature. Different
possibilities have been suggested for this, including oxidation
of Bi3+ to Bi5+ and oxidation of lattice O2− to O− at the BiVO4
surface by the photogenerated holes.54 These oxidation
processes can destabilize the lattice and induce corrosion of
bismuth and/or vanadium. V5+ in BiVO4 is already at its
highest valency and thus cannot be oxidized further. However,
V5+ at the surface can be reduced to V4+/V3+ in the presence of
water/protons by photogenerated electrons at the surface of
BiVO4. All these alternatives are thermodynamically possible,
as summarized in Figure 5(b). The thermodynamic equili-
brium data of the lattice oxygen oxidation process in BiVO4
were not available. From the infrared spectroscopy data during
photocharging, a decrease in the V−O stretching vibration was
observed while the Bi−O stretching vibrations remained intact.
This would suggest that the corrosion process is initiated either
by the oxidation of lattice O or by reduction of V5+ at the
surface of BiVO4 and subsequent dissolution of vanadium. In

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the dynamic nature of the metal oxide/electrolyte interface when subjected to illumination and dark cycle for a
prolonged time, under open-circuit conditions. (b) Data of relevant standard reduction potentials plotted in the SHE scale along with the
conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM) positions of BiVO4. Data were aggregated from different sources.46,47
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situ hard X-ray XPS data on BiVO4 in similar photocharging
conditions revealed that the oxidation state of bismuth
remained unchanged at +3 upon illumination.12 The O 1s
XPS data from their work and other works20,23 however
showed a shoulder peak at ∼531.5 eV, which was attributed to
oxygen in surface-absorbed species, but could also be a result
of the formation of O− species at the surface.55 When an
anodic potential is applied under illumination, the intensity of
both V−O and Bi−O stretching vibrations decreased. With the
application of an anodic potential in addition to the
illumination, there is potentially more driving force for the
two-electron oxidation of Bi3+, inducing bismuth dissolution
along with vanadium, as observed in this work. The oxidation
of surface bismuth and oxygen is very slow when an anodic
potential is applied in the dark conditions, owing to the low
carrier concentrations in the dark. This explains why no
bismuth or vanadium dissolution was observed when the
potential was cycled in the dark conditions.

■ CONCLUSIONS

An operando PEC-ATR-FTIR spectroscopy setup was
developed and used to study the BiVO4/electrolyte interface
during water electrolysis. Operando measurements suggest
that, upon illumination in open-circuit conditions, preferential
dissolution of vanadium occurs from the BiVO4 surface, which
indirectly enhances the PEC performance of the photoanode.
In contrast, when an anodic potential is applied under
illuminated conditions, dissolution of both bismuth and
vanadium was observed. Remarkably, it was noted that cation
dissolution from BiVO4 is almost always accompanied by
improved PEC performance. Our experiments indicate that the
difference in the dissolution rates of vanadium and/or bismuth
under illumination alters the surface Bi:V ratio and results in a
bismuth-rich surface on top of the pristine bulk BiVO4. This is
considered to create a heterojunction between the bismuth-
rich surface and the pristine bulk BiVO4, which significantly
improves band bending near the interface. We believe that the
improvement in band bending is directly responsible for
improved PEC performance from the photocharging treat-
ment. The slow dissolution rates of the cations from BiVO4
imply that the semiconductor/electrolyte interface is slowly
modified over time, and hence this interface is very dynamic.
Our results also suggest that the change in the open-circuit
potential over time, rather than the photocurrent, is a better
indicator of the stability of the photoanode material or of the
semiconductor/electrolyte interface.
BiVO4 was used as a model multinary photoanode in this

study; however, similar PEC performance enhancements from
photocharging have been reported for other multinary metal
oxides such as CuWO4 and Fe2TiO5 and in heavily doped
metal oxide photoelectrodes,24−27 suggesting that this might be
a very common phenomenon in different multinary metal
oxide photoelectrodes. The time scale of this dissolution
(minutes to hours) implies that this effect is very relevant to a
lot of lab-scale studies and fundamental research performed on
these materials and, as such, should be accounted for.
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